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Under the assumption
that the onlyinformationavailableon a drainagebasinis its mean elevation,
the connectionbetweenentropy and potentialenergyis exploredto analyze drainagebasins
morphologicalcharacteristics.The mean basin elevation is found to be linearly related to the entropy

of the drainagebasin. This relation leads to a linear relation between the mean elevation of a

subnetwork
andthelogarithmof its topological
diameter.Furthermore,the relationbetweenthe fall
in elevationfrom the sourceto the outletof the mainchannelandthe entropyof its drainagebasinis
found to be linear and so is also the casebetween the elevationof a node and the logarithm of its
distancefrom the source.When a drainagebasinis orderedaccordingto the Horton-Strahlerordering

scheme,a linearrelationis foundbetweenthedrainagebasinentropyandthebasinorder.Thisrelation
canbe characterized
asa measureof thebasinnetworkcomplexity.The basinentropyis foundto be
linearly related to the logarithmof the magnitudeof the basin network. This relation leads to a
nonlinearrelationbetweenthe networkdiameterand magnitude,wherethe exponentis found to be
relatedto the fractal dimensionof the drainagenetwork.Also, the exponentof the power law relating
the channelslopeto the networkmagnitudeis foundto be relatedto the fractal dimensionof the
network.Theserelationships
are verifiedonthreedrainagebasinsin southernItaly, andthe resultsare
found to be promising.

is the principleof minimumentropyproductionrate. Using
theseprinciples,Yang[1971] derivedfor a streamsystemthe
A multitude of definitions of entropy, correspondingto law of averagestreamfall, and the law of the least rate of
differentuses, have been reported in the scientificliterature energyexpenditure.Yang and coworkers(see, for example,
[Wilson, 1970]. All of these definitions can, however, be Songand Yang [1990]for a recent review) and others have
tracedto one of the three types of entropies:(1) thermody- since applied the latter law to a range of problems in
namicentropy[e.g., Prigogine, 1967]that formsthe basisof hydraulics.The connectionbetweenentropy and potential
1.

INTRODUCTION

thesecondlaw of thermodynamics,(2) statisticalmechanical energy, which these workers so successfullyexploited to
entropy[Boltzmann, 1872], and (3) informational entropy
investigateriver engineering, sedimenttransport, and other
[Shannon,1948].The thermodynamicentropyand statistical
problems,was not exploited in hydrology. In this study we
mechanical
entropyare related and can simplybe clubbedas
pursue this connection to derive relations between entropy
physical
entropy.Onecanalsodesignatephysicalentropyas
and mean elevation for a drainage basin network and to
Boltzmann
entropyand informationalentropyas Shannon
derive relations for the river profiles.
entropy.The link between physical entropy and informaMuch of the work employing the entropy concepts in
tionalentropyhas thus far been elusive.A distinctioncan,
hydrology has been with the application of informational
however,
be madebetweenphysicalentropyasan objective
entropy. The beginnings of such a work can be traced to
measure
of someproperty of a system,and informational
Lienhard [1964], who used a statistical mechanical approach
entropyas a subjectiveconceptfor use as a model-building
to derive a dimensionless unit hydrograph of a drainage
toolto maximize the use of available information [Wilson,
basin. Implicit in Lienhard's derivation was the concept
1970].
Thisdistinction
is importantin that developments
in
underlying the maximum entropy formalism developed by
hydrology
andwaterresources
employing
theentropycon- Jaynes [1957]. It was, however, Sonuga [1972], who was the
cepts
haveoccurredalongthe separated
linesof physicaland
first to explicitly use the principle of maximum entropy to
informational
entropies,
withoutexploiting
the relationshipderive a flood frequency distribution, subject to the informabetweenthem.
tion on moments of flood values. During this intervening
Nearly30yearsago,LeopoldandLangbein[1962]applied period of nearly 20 years, the concepts of informational
forthefirsttimetheconcepts
of physical
entropy
to study
entropy have been applied to a wide range of problems in

thebehavior
of streams.
Theirapplication
wasbasedonthe
hydrology and water resources (see, e.g., Singh and
analogy
betweenheatenergyandtemperature
in a thermo-

dynamic
system
andpotential
energy
andelevation,
respec- Fiorentino [1992]for a recent review). These applications
tively,in a streamsystem.
Twothermodynamic
principleshave, however, lacked the physicalcontent unlike the parwereapplied.The first principleis that the mostprobable
stateof a systemis the oneof maximumentropy.The second
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allel applicationsin hydraulicsand have been mostly statis-

tical in character.

Beginningwith the pioneeringwork of Rodriguez-Iturbe
and Valdes [1979] and Gupta et al. [1980], a considerable

amountof work has been done on applicationof geomorphologyto the understandingof drainagebasin response.
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linksare networksegments.
A new link is formedbythe
junctionof nomorethantwolinksandsources
arethepoints
furtherupstream
in the channelnetwork.The magnitude
of
a link is the numberof sourcesupstreamdrainingintothat
link. The magnituden of the channelnetworkis thatofthe
outlet link, and equalsthe number of first-orderstreams.
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Fig. 1. Definition sketch of a simplified drainage network
formed by links, external nodes (sources) and internal nodes. The
Horton order w of each link is reported in parenthesis. In this
network the magnitude n (number of sources) is 6, the topological
diameter D (maximum topological distance d from the outlet) is 5,
and the Horton order • (maximum value of o•) is 3.

The desire to understand hydrologic responseat the basin
scale has simultaneously led to significant advances in understanding river basin morphological characteristics (see
the collection of papers edited by Gupta eta!. [1986]). The
entropy concepts were, however, not employed in these
studies, despite Yang's [1971] work in precisely the same
area.

Only recently, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [1992], by using the
principlesof minimum energydissipationin a river reachand
of uniform energy expenditure per unit area of channel,
explained some widely observed empirical laws relating
geometrical characteristics of the river network system.
Furthermore, the recognition of the fractal structure of river
networks [Tarboron et al., 1988; La Barbera and Rosso,
!989; Rosso et al., 1991;Marani et al., 1991]points out that
river systems tend to evolve into a critical state with no
characteristic time or length scale.

Topological
distance
d (Figure1) of a nodefromtheoutlet,
or topologicallevel of the link which originatesfromit tothe
downstream,is the numberof links formingthe pathbe.
tween that node and the outlet. The maximum of the

topological
distances
withinthe networkis calledthetopologicaldiameter
D. In Figure1theHorton-Strahler
ordering
scheme is also shown.

We consider a drainage basin as a system, that is of
magnituden; in other words, it has M = 2n - 1 links.Let
elevation E be the state variable of the system. Each linkis
then associatedwith an average elevation and can haveone
of the m average elevationsEl, i = 1, 2, ... , m, m _<M.
Following this representationof the drainagenetwork,we
first define the informational entropy of the network.

Let Pi bethe probabilityof a link havingthe elevation
Ei.
The informationalentropyS [Shannon,1948]of thedrainage
basin system can be expressed as
m

S= - • pi lnpi

By maximizing S and applying the principle of maximum
entropy [Jaynes, 1957], we can determine the probability
distributionP = (P l, P2,'",
Pro) subject to the given
information

on link elevations.

Let us supposethat the only information availableonthe
drainagebasin is the mean elevation E of all the linksgiven
by
m

t•= E PiEi

(2)

i=1

In this study we explore the relationshipof entropy to
certain morphologicalcharacteristicsof drainage-basinnetworks. This paper is organizedas follows. First, entropyof
a drainage basin network is defined. Then, the connection

(1)

i=I

and, of course, on Pt values as
m

betweenentropyand potentialenergyis exploredto analyze
river basin morphologicalcharacteristics.Specifically, in
section2, informational,primary, and secondaryentropies

EPt=I

(3)

i=1

are derived. A short discussionof drainagebasin data that
We assume
that/7 is approximately
equalto themeanbasin
will be used to verify the relations to be derived in the
elevation.
There
may
be
an
infinity
of probabilitydistribuensuingsectionsis given in section3. In section4 we derive
tions
satisfying
(2)
and
(3),
for
we
have
only two equations
a relationbetweenmeanelevationand entropyanda relation

and M (>2) quantitiesto be determined.Thus, following
Jaynes
[1957]theleastbiasedP is the onethatmaximizes
S
subnetworks.In section5 we investigateriver profilesby
invocation
ofthe
using entropy. The relation between entropy and the in (1) subjectto (2) and(3). Accordingly,
between mean elevation

of the network and that of its

Strahler order, basin magnitudeand fractal dimensionconstitutes the subject matter of section 6. Verification of the

principle of maximum entropy yields
exp (-AEi)

relationsis undertakenusingthe data from three drainage

pi =

basins in southern Italy in the individual sections of the

(4)

m

• exp(-AEi)

paper.

i=l

2.

INFORMATIONAL,
PRIMARY,AND SECONDARY
ENTROPIES

A drainagenetwork can be schematized
by the channel
network in that channelsare idealizedas singlelines and

whereAisa Lagrange
multiplier
whichcanbedetermined
from
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The entropyin (7) can be referred to as the primary entropy
of the drainagebasin.When constraintsare imposedon the
drainagebasin such as mean elevation, and so on, its
maximumentropywill be reduced.This reducedentropycan
be calledthe secondaryentropywhich,for example,is given
by (6). The differencebetween the primary and secondary
entropiesquantifiesthe reductionin uncertaintydue to the
knowledgeof informationexpressedas constraints.
The maximum unconstrainedvalue of entropy (primary)
corresponds
to a network with uniform topologicalwidth
function. Although far from reality, the entropy of this
simplifiedbasin configurationprovides a good approximationto the valueof informationalentropyproducedby (6), as
can be notedby Figure 2 that showsprimary (equation(7))
and computed informational (equation (1)) entropies for
subnetworks of the main channel of Arcidiaconata basin, a

Fig.2. Deviationof computedinformationalentropy(equation basin whose characteristics will be reported in the next
(1))fromprimaryentropy(equation(7)), for the main channelof section.
Arcidiaconatabasin.
3.
m

• Ei exp(-AEi)
i=1

= E

(5)

m

Z exp(-AEi)
i=1

Theprobabilitydistribution given by (4) and (5) is incidentally the Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution. The maximum

entropySmaxis given by substitutionof (4) in (1)'
tn

Srnax
= 3.•'+ In • exp(-AEi)

(6)

i=1

DRAINAGE BASIN DATA

The data of three drainage basins, designatedas Arcidiaconata, Lapilloso, and Vulgano, located in southern Italy,
approximately at the forty-first parallel, were employed to
verify the morphological analyses to be made in the subsequent sections. These basins are adjacent to each other and
have the same climate. The region including these basins is
semiarid. The average annual temperature of this region is
about 14øC, the average rainfall is about 720 mm, and the
averagerunoff coefficient is about 0.22. Table 1 shows some
pertinent characteristics of the three basins.
With the use of topographic maps (scale 1:25000), all the
stream links existing within these basins were identified by
use of blue lines. Each link would have its own drainagearea
and length. By using the contour lines, elevations of all the

network nodeswere computed. In elevation computations,

Yetnothinghasbeenstatedaboutthe way of choosing
E i each node was associated with the link which originated
values.One way of accomplishingit that has hydrological from it to the downstream. The links were ordered by
appeal
isto chooseEi valuesasthe meanelevationsof nodes topologicallevel, and an array of connectionswas built. This
having
the sametopologicaldistancefrom the basinoutlet. scheme allowed identification of the subnetwork of a link

Following
thisapproach,
Pi valuesare the proportions
of and computationof the average elevation of the subnetwork
linksat the ith topologicallevel, which also definethe with respectto its outlet elevation. Computationsof entropy
topological
width function[Troutmanand Karlinger,1984] and network characteristics were made for all the subnetof the network.Under this scheme,all the previously works that numbered 5!6 for the three basins.
derived
equations
holdwiththetopological
diameter
D being
equalto the possiblenumber of statesm.

4.

Wemaynow definethe primaryentropyof a drainage

ENTROPY AND POTENTIAL ENERGY

networkas the value of the informationalentropywhen no
In stream morphology, potential energy plays a very
constraints
otherthan (3) are imposed.Then maximization important role. This energy is given by the elevation of the
ofS in (1) subject
to (3) leadsto
network nodesabove a datum (say, the basin outlet), with
properconsiderationof scaleunits. For establishinga rela1

S= InD,

Pi D

TABLE la.

Basin
Arcidiaconata

Lapilloso
Vulgano

(7)

tionbetweenentropyandpotentialenergy,we considerYd
as the meannodeelevationat the topologicaldistanced from

Some Characteristicsof Three DrainageBasinsin Southern Italy

SurfaceArea,

Perimeter,

Drainage
Density,

First-Order
Stream

km2

km

km-1

Mean Annual

Frequency

Rainfall, mm

! 23.9

59.5

2.24

2.05

770

28.5
94.1

27.5
50.6

2.34
2.08

2.52
2.05

648
697
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TABLE lb.

Some Characteristicsof Three Drainage Basins in Southern Italy
RB,

aT,Mean
Topological
Level

n,
Magnitude

Horton
Bifurcation
Ratio

Mean

Rœ, Horton
Length Ratio

Annual

Runoff, mm

Arcidiaconata

25.1

254

4.12

2.39

188

Lapilloso
Vulgano

19.5
18.2

72
193

4.34
3.79

2.28
2.26

125
! 20

a =DT

the outlet. The value of Ya is obtained by averagingthe

(12)

elevations of the nodes at distance d from the outlet. We

take 37as the mean elevationfor all the nodesand take it as
approximatelythe mean basinelevation.The value 3Yis the
total potential energy of the drainagenetwork system.The
topologicaldistanced can vary from 1 to D, where D is the
network diameter. The current state of a drainage network
can be surmised as the result of its history dating back to

/3=a•
exp
- --

(13)

--1

By substituting(11) in (8) we obtain

infinity. It may then be usefulto evaluatethe entropy of the
network in its most probable state under the constraint
imposedby the mean basin elevation. To that end, we write

D

7-- -a • pdln

(14)

d=l

D

Z PetYet
= 37

(8)

or, using (1),

d=l

37= -a

In/3 + aS

(15)

D

This gives the relation for a drainage basin betweenits
potentialenergyand entropy under the constraintin (8).This
d=l
relation shouldalso hold for any drainage subnetworkwithin
where p a is the probability of M• number of nodeshaving the larger basin.
To verify (15), the average elevation and the entropyofthe
the meanelevationy a. The probabilitydistributionP =
d = 1, 2, --- , D} is given by (4), with Ya replacingEi and subnetworkof each link which is a part of the main stream
were computedfor the three drainagebasins.The valuesof
1/(DT) replacingA, as
entropywere obtainedby using(1). The averageelevation
of
the subnetworkwas plottedagainstits entropy,as shown
in
exp
Figure 3 for the basinsconsidered.Also plotted in thefigure
are the least squareslines obtainedby treating -a In/3 and
Pa =
"
(10)

• pa= •

(9)

a as regressionconstants.For all the basins,(15) explained

• exp- Ya

more than 80% of the variability in the average elevation,as

shownin Table 2, where the regressionconstantsandthe

coefficient
of determination
R 2 are reported.

where T is a parameter whose definitionwill becomeclear in
For the drainagenetwork systemthe distributionof pothe ensuing discussion. By analogy with a thermodynamic tential energy can be assumed to be controlled by two
system, T can be thought of as the (degenerate)temperature fundamental
quantitiesD and T measuredfor the entire
of the drainage network.
system.On the basisof the analogywith a thermodynamic
By reparameterizing (10), we obtain

Ya = -a In (lgpa)

(11)

where

systemwhere T can be thoughtof as proportional
to the
energycontentof thesystem,a and/3maybeassumed
tobe
constant
asa first-order
approximation.
Thusa and/3canbe

theoretically derived as follows.

TABLE l c.

Some Characteristicsof Three Drainage Basins in Southern Italy

:7, Nodal Mean
Elevation, m

Nodal Maximum
Elevation, m

Minimum Elevation,

amsl

amsl

m amsl

H, Total Fall
in Elevation, m

Arcidiaconata

538

894

237

657

Lapilloso
Vu!gano

547
568

8!9
862

319
199

500
663

Here amsl is above mean sea level.
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Fig.4. Averageelevation
•7•(Y) versustopological
diameter
Fig.3. Averageelevation
ya(Y) versusinformational
entropy 3(X) of subnetworks
whoseoutletslie onthemainchannel,
com-

Ss(X)of subnetworks
whoseoutlets
lie onthemainchannel
and pared
withthelinesrepresenting
equation
(21),for(a) Arcidiacorespective
leastsquares
lines,for (a) Arcidiaconata,
(b) Lapilloso, nata,(b) Lapilloso,and(c) Vulganobasins.
and(c) Vulgano basins.

Theprimaryentropyfor a drainage
networkofdiameter
D
isgivenby the first of (7),
S = In D

(16)

Ys = a Sa

(20)

which,with substitution
of a obtainedfrom (19), becomes
In •

Similarly,
for a drainagesubnetwork
of diameter• the
primaryentropy is

Ss = In $

(17)

In D

This establishes
the relationbetweenthe meanelevationof a

drainage
subnetwork
anditsdiameter$. Withuseof (12)and

Let7• bethemeanelevation
ofthedrainage
subnetwork
of (19), parameterT is foundto be
diameter$ whose outlet lies on the channel of diameter D.
Y

Let 5r be the mean elevationof the entire networkof
r =
(22)
D lnD
diameter
D. At thebasinsource,7• = 0 andS = 0. In (15),
then,In/g= 0, whichyieldsfi = 1; equation
(15)therefore This defineswhat was referred to as the (degenerate) tembecomes
peratureof the drainage
network.It is proportional
to the
energyof the systemandinverselyproportional
to
y= aS
(18) potential
a coefficientthat monotonicallyincreaseswith the diameter

Applicationof (16) to (18) yields

of the drainagenetwork.Equation(22) providesa quantitative measureof the macroscopicthermodynamicalproperty

a = - =
S

(19)

In D

of the system.
The data of the three basins were used to evaluate the

Since
(18)is validfor anydrainage
subnetwork
of diameter adequacyof (21). Figure 4 showsthe relationbetweenthe

averageelevationof a subnetworkand its topologicaldiam-

8, it can be written as

eter for the three basins. For each basin the amount of

varianceexplainedin the averageelevation of the subnetTABLE2. LeastSquares
Estimates
of Coefficients
in Equation work was greaterthan 75%. It may be notedthat part of the
(15)
unexplained
variancemay be ascribedto the useof topolog-

Basin

- otIn/3

a

/•

R2

Arcidiaconata
Lapilloso
Vulgano

25.64
-4.162
-6.581

62.21
55.05
99.35

0.66
1.08
1.07

0.805
0.894
0.878

ical distances instead of actual distances. The observation

that link lengthstend to increasein the downstreamdirection
suggests
that the graphsof Figure 4 would spreadin the x
direction if the real distances were considered.

Further

investigationsare needed to quantify this spread. To sum-
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Y = 29.33+ 121.3* X

TABLE 3. LeastSquaresEstimatesof Coefficients
in Equation

R-squared= 0.9687

500

(24)

350

300

- ß

Basin

- a 'In/3

a'

R2

Arcidiaconata
Lapilloso
Vulgano

- 2.057
29.33
- 104.3

167
121
184

0.966
0.968
0.910

250
2OO

Parametersa' and/3 can be theoreticallyevaluatedaswas
done for (15). Accordingly, (24) provides

150

100

H

50• ..2' ,.i
.....!.....i.... Lapilloso
basin
..

Ha= a'Sa= 1-•'-•
Sa.

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

(25)

Lety0 betheelevation
ofthesource
ofthechannel
andy•

x

Fig. 5. Elevation drop H8 from the source (Y) versus entropy
Ss(X) for the main channelof Lapillosobasin.

be the elevation of the downstream node at a distance/5from
the source. Then, with substitution of (17) in (25), the bed

elevationprofileof a channelof topologicallengthD is given
by
In /•

marize, with use of the basin planimetricconfiguration,(21)
can be reliably used for estimation of subnetwork mean
elevation when elevations are used for investigating such
network characteristicsas channelprofiles and scalingproperties of slopes. This matter will be treated further in the
next sections.

5.

Ya= Y0- H InD

(26)

This gives the relation between elevation at a point andits
topologicaldistance.This relation was plotted for the drainage basins under consideration. For each basin, more than
95% of the variability in the nodal elevation was explained
by (26). Figure 6 shows the relation for Lapilloso basin.

LONGITUDINAL CHANNEL PROFILE

The longitudinalbed profile of a channelcan be derived by
employing(15) and (16) and by considering(8). In the spirit
of using primary entropy as an approximation of the thermodynamical entropy, a uniform width function provides a
first-orderapproximationfor p i valuesasbeingequalto 1/D.
Furthermore, invoking the principle of equal energy expenditure, which is analogous to the concepts used by Yang
[1971] and Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [1992], the network elevation drop may be assumed to be uniformly distributed

6.

ENTROPY,HORTON-STRAHLER
ORDER,MAGNITUDE,
AND FRACTAL DIMENSION

We consider a drainage network of Horton-Strahler order
iI. In the Horton-Strahler ordering scheme a channel of the
order of •o, 2 < 6o< D,, is defined as the succession of links
of the order of (o whose last link drains either into a link of

the order of •o* > •oor into the outlet. The drainagebasinhas

the bifurcationratio RB and stream-lengthratio R r defined
as

between topologicallevels. That means mean elev.ation
drops between two consecutivelevels are the same. Therefore, following(8), the total elevationfall H, from the source
to the outlet of a channel of diameter/5 is given by

Ha= j•

RB -

N•o- 1

(23)

where 7•, as before, denotes the mean elevation of the
subnetwork, and d, is the topologicaldistanceof the centroid of the sub-basin

width

(27)

No•

function.

ther•retical
7OO

By multiplyingbothsidesof (15)by /•/•', we get
H = -a'

In/3 + a'S

(24)

wherea' = a•/c7•, a is definedby (12),andH is thefall in

5OO

elevation from the source to the outlet of the main channel of

the drainagenetwork whose entropy is S. The values of H
and S, obtained for the three basins considered, were used

Lapillosobasin

to verify (24). By treating -a' In /3 and a' as regression
3OO
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
constants,the best fit lines were obtainedfor the plots of the
Topologicaldistancefrom thesource
elevation drop against entropy for each link of the main
stream, as shown in Figure 5 for Lapilloso basin. For all the
Fig. 6. Relation
between
nodalelevation
andtopological
disbasins, (24) explained more than 90% of the variance in the tance
fromthesource
forthemainchannel
of Lapilloso
basin.
The

fall in elevation, as shown in Table 3.

theoreticaI line refers to equation (26).
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TABLE4. Relation
Between
Entropy
andLogarithm
ofMagnitude
Equation(34) Coefficients

Least Squares Coefficients

Basin

InRœ/lnTa

In[Rœ/(Rr- 1)]

Slope

Arcidiaco
nata
Lapilloso
Vulgano

0.616
0.575
0.633

0.541
0.562
0.562

0.614
0.770
0.539

Intercept
0.417
0.088
0.645

R2
0.952
0.978
0.964

Leastsquares
estimates
andcomputed
theoretical
coefficients
ofequation
(34)

Z60

Equations(34) and (35) expressthe relation between entropy
S, magnituden, and the Horton order 1•, respectively, of a
drainage basin.
When the average entropy for fixed magnitude n was
whereN•, is the numberof streamsof the order of w in the
drainage
basinnetworkof order f•, and L• is the average plotted against the logarithm of n, a strong linear relation
was found for all the basins, in agreement with (34), with
lengthof streamsof the order of
of determination
R 2 alwaysgreaterthan0.95.
In a Hortoniannetwork the topologicaldiameterD can be coefficients
Both the angular coefficient and the intercept of the least
expressed
in termsof the stream-length
ratio as
squareslines were close to the theoretical coefficients of (34)
(see Table 4). Figure 7 shows the entropy-magnituderelationshipfor the Arcidiaconata basin.
D=
RL
=•=
(29)
1 -- Rœ Rœ- 1
w--1
The average entropy for fixed Horton order w was plotted

Rœ=

(28)

L•o-1

against
wanda stronglinearrelationwasalsofound,withR 2
Bytakingthe logarithmof (29) we get

InD=In[R'r-1

greater than 0.99 for all the basins (Table 5). However, the
intercept value significantly deviated from the value of the
parameter In [Rr•/(Rr - 1)] appearing in (35). Figure 8
showsth• entropy-Horton order relationshipfor the Arcidiaconatabasin. It may be concluded that (34) and (35) seem
well suitedto explainthe variability of the entropy with the
magnitudeand Horton order respectively, even thoughmore
investigationsare needed to identify the reasons of the
inaccuracyof the secondterm at the right-hand side of (35).
To further explore the entropic properties of drainage
networks,the cumulativeentropy was computedas the sum

(30)

which,by virtue of (16), is the entropy of the HortonStrahlerdrainagenetwork of the order of fl. Therefore

$ = In (R•- 1)- In (Rr- 1)

(31)

A simplification
of (3 !) can be achievedas follows. Note that

RL> 1, andif fl is muchgreater
than1, thenR• - 1 =

R•. Under
thiscondition,
(31)simplifies
to

of informationalentropies of Horton streamshaving the
sameorderfor eachof the three basinsunder consideration,
(32)
S = II In R L -- In (RL- 1)
and it was plotted against the Horton order. The plot is
Thisestablishes
a linearrelationbetweenentropyandthe shownin Figure 9 for Arcidiaconatabasin. Clearly, there is
drainage
basinorder. Thus the Horton-Strahlerordercan be a strong relation between the logarithm of cumulative en-

thought
of as a measureof networkcomplexity.
Thisreinforces
thefindings
of WangandWaymire[1991].
Themagnitude
n of a drainagebasinnetworkis oneof its
mostimportantcharacteristics,
for it providesa surrogate
forthedrainage
area.In termsof the bifurcation
ratiothe

n=R• -•

2.5 -

•.....

:,.

0i

0•

2

Byapplying
(33)toeliminate
12,(32)canbeexpressed
as

ß

1.5

1

(34)

L' 1'

..½st ,
ß

(33b)

In RB

S=InR-•Inn+In

i.....

R-squared= 0.9516

(33a)

Inn

lq-•

.,:......

3.5

magnitude
canbe expressedas

•=

Y = 0.4175 + 0.6145 * X

.

Arcidiaconata basin

0.5

or

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

x

1

S=(,.Q,1)InRL+ln
RL• 1

(35)

Fig. 7. Relation
between
theaverage
entropy(Y) andlogarithm
of
magnitude (X) for Arcidiaconata basin.
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TABLE 5.

Relation Between Entropy and the Horton Order

Least Squares Coefficients

Equation (35) Coefficients

Basin

In Rœ

In [Rœ/(Rœ- 1)]

Slope

R2

Intercept

Arcidiaconata

0.872

0.541

0.943

0.08

0.990

Lapilloso
Vulgano

0.845
0.844

0.562
0.562

1.143
0.852

0.08
-0.14

0.998
0.990

Least squaresestimatesand computedtheoretical coefficientsof equation (35).

tropy and the Horton order. The value of the intercept at
zero of the best fit line representing this relation was
interestingly close to the total number of links in the basin.
Figure 9 suggests that the relation between cumulative
entropy and the Horton order can be expressedmeaningfully

being the total fractal dimension of the stream network

as

relationanalogous
to (37)canbe derivedby equating
(16)to
S•: = (2n - 1) exp (-to) = M exp (-w)

(36)

Tarbotonet al. [1990]recognizedF to be the fractaldimen.

siondueto thebranching
process,
withtheproduct
FDt
systems.
Thus,according
to Mandelbrot's
valueof Dt, F
shouldbe equal to 1.75 for space-fillingriver systems.
^
(34) as

D = Cn1IF

(39)

where Sx is the cumulativeentropy.This showsthat when to
= 0, Sx = (2n - 1) = M is the total numberof rinksin the where C = Rr/(RL - 1). Equation (39) is in an obvious
basin. In Table 6 the actual values of M are comparedwith analogywith (37) and shedsmorelight on the meaning
of19,
those estimated by (36) usingM as a regressioncoefficient. whichcomesout as beingequalto 1/F. For F = 1.75,(39)
For the two larger basins (fifth order) the differences be- leads to © = 0.57, which is in excellent agreementwith Gray
tween actual and estimated values of M are significantly [1961].
small.
Substitutionof (39) in (34) produces

RLl/F)

Scaling Properties

A well-known empirical relation between the length L of
the main channel and the drainage area A is

S=lnRœ-1n

which representsthe link between entropy, magnitude,and
fractal

L ocA 0

(37)

in which © was found to be, on average, 0.568 by Gray
[1961] and 0.554 by Mueller [1973]. Mandelbrot [1983]used
(37) to derivethe fractal dimension(D l) of channels,D l =
20 • 1.14. La Barbera and Rosso [1989] defined the fractal
dimension of stream networks as

In RB
F = •.
In RL

Y = -0.918 + 0.943 * X
4

,

(38)

(40)

dimension

of networks.

Values of S were plotted against the values of logarithms
of magnituden for various values of the stream-lengthratio
and bifurcationratio, as shown in Figure 8. Also shownin
the figureare the valuesof S computedfor Lapillosobasin.
S was obtained by averaging of the values of all the subbasinsof the samemagnitude.Given the variancein RL and
R B found for a drainagebasin, the agreementbetweenthe
observedand the computed values of S againstn is quite
good.
Another important relation that has been a subjectof a

R-squared
= 0.979

Y = 491.2exp(-0.977
X)

,

R-squared
= 0.994

3.5

observed
3

:

o

;

best-fit
..,[,..-T'-'

•

:

0'52

2•.5

3

3.5

:' 'a½on•ta
basinl
....... i.....

Arcidiaeomata
basin

4

4.5

5

X = Horton order

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

;....
2.5

i....
3

•............
3.5

4

:5,
4.5

5

X = Horton order

Fig. 8. Relationbetweenthe averageentropyand the Horton
order for Arcidiaconata

..

basin.

Fig. 9. Relationbetweencumulativeentropyand the Horton
order for Arcidiaconata

basin.
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TABLE6. Actual(= 2n - 1) andEstimated(Equation
(36))
Total Number M of Links

Basin
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